
 
theProblem Given an acute angled triangle ABC

Y

Pick points X Y Z on sides BC CA AB respectively
When is the perimeter of DX YZ minimised

It turns out that the perimeter is minimised when DXYZ
is

the orthictriangle

In this talk we shall explore the wonderfulworldof reflections
to uncover an unexpected solution to this problem whichwilllead
us to explore an idea recurring in studying billiard trajectories

Reflections I yj Minor

A reflection can thus be seen as a continuationofthepinkline
inside the mirror
Remember the lighttakes theleastdistancepath fromphysics

ForayInto Euclidean Isometries
Reflections

gym

orientation reversing

Translations
orientation preserving

2 Orientation preservings me orientation preserving

2 Orientation reversing us orientation preserving



Reflection about line l Re
P Rm Re Rotation about P

A
a

l m

Composition of an odd no of reflectionswithsomeadditional
condi

Reflection Translation

Building up to the Solution
Restated problem Given 3 lines I m n no 2 parallel

find points X Y Z on l m n resp
so that perimeter of AXYZ minimised

Whats line l and 2 point X Y on one sideof it
Find the unique point Z El so that perimeter AXYZ

is minimised

solution The length XY is fixed
X so we reallyjustneed to

minimise XZ YZ
i
I Reflect 4 about l let

at the reflection be Y
ay The pointwhere XY and

l intersect does the job
Note that XZ YZ XZ Y z XY

If we pick any other point
Z on l then

XZ't 42 Xz t y z gives a broken line

joining x and y So we need to use XY nd



WarmUI
Given 2 lines I m and a point X not on eitherline

find Y E l and z e m so that the perimeter AXYZ is

minimised
Solution By warmup 1 if we

y had a second point Y we'dknow
Y at that we'd get t by reflecting

X
qg IT

m x about m toget in andjoiningXmY
In this case our perimeter

would

be equal to XY t m

so that
l

m so we need to find4 one

XY Xml is minimised

But this is the same as solving warm Up I
we have

a line l and 2 points x xm on one sideof it

so we know we should reflect x about l to get
Xe

and join Xuxa Its intersection with l will give 4

So our finalsolution is

Reflect x about l and m let these
reflections be x andXm Join Xexm the

points at which it intersects I m are our desired

Y and Z

As before in this case theperimeter
of XYZ can be

visualised as the length

of the segment XeXm
And if we make any other

choice

4 Z then the perimetes XY
z

gives a broken line joiningXeandXm



Warm Up 3 Our Problem

Given 3 lines I m n so that no 2 are parallel
find X Y Z on I m n resp so that perimeter xyz is minimised

Note how this restates our originalproblem

Solution Let Re P denote reflectionof
Pabout line l

By warm Y if we had a point
XE l we'd know what to do
reflect X about m n and join
the points Rm x and Rn X
The length of this segment

wouldgive
us our perimeter

So we need to find Xel so that RmX Rix
is minimised Notethat Xn xn always lie on RillRal

Alternatively let Rm x Xm Then RnX
Rn Rm Xm Sowe went to findXm on

the reflected line Rm l

im Rme
so that XmRnoRmXm is
minimised

m We know thet Rn Rm is a rotation

about man A sey about
aJyp

p age
Thecloser a point is to the centerof
notation the closes it is to its image
under the station

c
B É

c

so we need Xm to be as close to
A as possible so we shoulddrop
a perpendicular from A to Rmll togetXm

This amounts to dropping a perpendicular from Atoe to get X



Now we can proceed as before Turns out the

points Y Z at which Xuxa meets m n resp are

also the foot of corresponding perpendiculars

So there we have it A way to get to this unexpectedsolution Let's now see an alternative pictureof how this
puzzle is working which will lead us to a recurring idea
in billiards as well as a

way to generalise this problemto odd sided polygons in general

The OrthicTriangle
The Orthis triangle ie the triangle formed by the feetofthe three perpendiculars in a triangle satisfies a coolangle
property as demonstrated in the triangle below

A

Bit rip
E

We can interpret this as if you bounce a ray of
light along one of the orange lines it keepscirculating in this
same orbit



If we reflect unfold AABC about one of its edges asbelow

i
p

the orange orthic triangle unfolds in a straight line as

highlighted in red above

If we keepdoing this we get something like

ii
Misogyny.gg.gg

iso

Picture Credits Coxeter Greitzer Geometry
Revisited

Here we're successively reflected the triangle
6 times about

each of its sides in turn it is a fact that the rightmost
side AB will always be a translation of the original side AB
We see in the picture that the orange orthic triangleunfolds
to a straight line joining the two parallel edges AB



whereas
any other triangle would unfold to give

a

broken line as shown below in blue

t
t

This idea of reflecting or unfolding a surface is

often used to study billiard trajectories

As a final observation let's see how to generelise
this

problem of finding a minimal perimeter inscribed polygons

to any odd
sided anti gon insteadof just

3gone

Note the picture we get if we perform 3 insteadof
6 reflections

I

KhanI M



We've performed 3 reflections so we know triangle
II above is obtained from I by a reflection

translation

The dark orange line gives this axis of
reflection

Turns out that the axis of reflection gives us the
inscribed triangle of minimal perimeter which

coincideswith

the orthic triangle here

We can use this idea of the axis of reflection to

generalise our problem to anti gone as shown below

a
blue s gon
via a reflection
translation

Ka moneyÉdiI
Here we have a 5 gon inblue and have reflected it about

eachof its sides in succession The end result is a 5gon

obtained via a reflection t translation from the original

The line in orange merks the axis of this reflection
and

tracing it gives us the inscribed 5 gonof minimal perimeter


